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Class ll 

Syllabus (15th June-30th June 2020) 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parents A.O.A! Stay Blessed. 

 

➢ School is going to start syllabus 2020-2021 by 1st June 2020.  

➢ School has high intensions for its students learning and education.  

➢ School requests you to cooperate to achieve its targets.  

➢ School is going to upload fortnightly assignments for the students on DPS 

page. Students will complete these assignments like classwork on new 

notebooks for each subject.  

➢ Each notebook will be checked by the subject teacher as the school reopens 

and its weightage will be 10% in the exam.  

➢ Students can have a positive correspondence with the respective teacher.  

 

 

English 

Part I- Oxford Modern English (Book 2) 

Unit:1- Faiza's Biscuit 

Learn Dictation words & write in neat handwriting 

1. Eating 2. Buying 

3. Sitting 4. Doing 

5. Cutting  6. Down 

7. Basket 8. Road 

9. Outside 10. Courage 

11. Years 12. Liquid 

 

Q.1: Make sentences of the following words. 

1. Restaurant  2. Wall 

3. Tiffin Carrier  4. Party 

5. Getting Out 6. Fun 

7. Sitting  8. Ice-Cream 

9. Stopping  10. Empty 

11. Eating  12. Little 

 



Q.2: Put capital letters & full stops. 

1. mr khan worked in an office 

2. the office was in lahore 

3. one day mr khan went to multan 

4. he stayed at the royal hotel on nazim-ud-din road 

5. on monday he caught a plane back to Lahore 

 

Q.3: Read the poem "The Rainbow" with correct pronunciation & write paragraph # 2 

in good handwriting. 

Q.4: Correct the following misspelt words. 

1. Baots 2. Briges 

3. Rivars 4. Pleese 

5. Acrose 6. Bou 

7. Cloads 8. Heeven 

9. Pretier 10. Biulds 

 

Q.5: What are they? Find these words in the poem. 

1. Better- looking =____________ 

2. The planet on which we live=_______________ 

3. It is built to cross over a river =_____________ 

4. We can sail in these=_______________ 

5. White & fluffy, it floats in the sky=______________ 

 

Part ll: Grammar Tree revised edition 2, Chap. 1 (Common Nouns page # 3,4,5) 

 

Common noun = "Name of common person, place or thing is called common noun." 

For example, Pencil, Boy, City 

Q.6: Solve exercise A+B (page 3+4 +5). 

Q.7: Write an essay on the topic of "My Father" by using given outlines. 

Many relations.... father, brother, sister, uncle etc... But my favorite .... young man of forty.... 

keeps beard... tall and handsome.... well dressed.... good health... ... go out for walk.... takes 

exercise... intelligent and hardworking... successful businessman ... gives me gifts... go out 

for shopping... tells stories... loves me a lot... love him too much... my father, my paradise 

    ... live long 

 

 



Urdu 

  

 

 



 

 

 

 

Math 

 

Countdown Book 2 (Third Edition) 

Q1: Encircle the correct option. 

1) Three hundred and forty two 

a) 423    b) 342    c) 243    d) 432 

2) Eight hundred and five. 

a) 800    b) 850    c) 805    d) 508 

3) 640=___ 

a) six hundred and forty    b) six hundred and four  c) six hundred  d) four hundred 

4) five hundred and nineteen. 

a) 915    b) 509    c) 519   d) 955 

5)   6+5=__________ 

a) 10    b) 11    c) 12    d) 13 

6)   6+4=__________ 



a) 10    b) 64    c) 46    d) 60 

7)12+2=__________ 

a) 12      b)14   c) 20    d)30 

8)15+0=__________ 

a) 0      b) 15    c) 150    d) 100 

9) 5 5+ 8 =___________ 

a) 63    b) 55    c) 58    d)550 

10) 7 4+1 7=_________ 

a) 74    b) 740    c) 91    d)170 

 

 Q2: What is the number name? 

 Ex: 342 = three hundred and forty two 

a) 567 = ________________________ 

b) 870 = ________________________ 

c) 684 = ________________________ 

d) 258 = ________________________ 

e) 191 = ________________________ 

 

Q3: Write the number. 

 Ex: Four hundred and thirty: 430 

a) Six hundred and forty two 

b) Five hundred and eighteen 

c) two hundred and twenty seven 

d) one hundred and nine 

 

Q4: Add these numbers. 

 Ex: T   O 

      8    1 

  +  1    3 

      9     4 



 

a) T    O           b) T    O        c) T    O          d) T     O       e)T  O     f)T O  

     5   2                    4    7     6      5              8      3 8            1 

+   2   2                +  4    1                +2     2          +  1       2     +2          +9      . 

 

 

Q5: In Afshan's house, there are 15 dogs and 12 cats. How many animals are there 

altogether? 

Solution: 

 

 

 Q6: Practice page # 11,13,14, 25-28 from book. 

 

 

General Knowledge  

 

 

Social Studies: (Know your world) 

Read the lesson Health and Safety (Being Careful) and answer these questions. 

Q1: Circle the correct option. 

1. You should take care to avoid --------------. 

 a) accidents   b) shocks   c) none 

2. Playing by road is --------------. 

a) safe    b) dangerous   c) both 

3. An electric shock can ---------- you. 

a) kill    b)harm   c)save 

4. Fire may ---------- yourself. 

a) burn   b)cut    c)harm 

5. Sharp objects may ----------- yourself. 

a) cut    b)burn    c)none 

 



Q2. Answer these short questions. (Write and learn) 

a) What should we do to avoid accidents? 

b) Why we should not play by the road? 

c) Is it dangerous to play with fire? 

d) Why should we keep the floors clean and dry? 

e) Why should we put rubbish in the dustbin? 

Q3. What could happen if u put your head or hand out of a moving car? 

Q4. What could happen if u touch bare electric wires? 

Q5. Why should you not take anything from a stranger? 

Q6. Can you think of any other ways of keeping safe and avoiding accidents? Write five 

ideas. 

Q7. Read the lesson "The Human Body" and answer these questions. 

a) What protects your heart and lungs? 

b) Are both your lungs the same size? why not? 

c) Which side of your brain helps you do your homework? 

d) Why do you have bones? 

e) Which gas do you inhale, exhale? 

Computer 

 

Oxford: Keyboard Computer Science-2 (Third Edition) 

 

Read the chapter "A smart machine" comprehensively, complete the following 

questions and learn them by heart.  

Q1. Circle the correct options.  

i. The computers that are kept on a desk are called ________ computers.  

a.  Laptop   b. Desktop   c. Palmtop   d. None of these  

ii. Smaller computers that fit into the palm of your hand are called ________.  

a. Laptops   b. Palmtops   c. Both a & b   d. None of these 

iii. A computer that is smaller than a laptop but larger than a palmtop.  

a. Desktop computer  b. Tablet   c. Both a & b   d. None of these  

iv. The computer screen that displays words and pictures.  

a.  TV     b. Monitor  c. Picture   d. None of these  

V. PC stands for ___________.  

a. Pilot computer  b. Personal computer  c. Private computer  d. None of these  

 



Q2. Give short answers to the following questions. ( hint: Take help from tricky terms 

on page # 7). 

a) Define monitor  

b) What is a desktop?  

c) Define icons.  

d) What is a shut down?  

e) What does PC stand for?  

 

Q3. Long Question/ Answers.  

i. Write steps to shut down a computer.  

Q4. Paste or draw pictures of desktop computer, laptop, Palmtop, and tablet in your 

notebook.  

Q5. Solve exercise on page # 7,8 & 9 (part 1,2,3,4,5 and 6) on your books.  

Q6. Here are some new words from the lesson, learn and write them five times each.  

i. Monitor   ii. Personal  iii. Display 

iv. Screen  v. Appear 

 

Drawing 

Classic Art Series Vol. 2 

 

Q.1: Draw a Carrot and color it. (book page # 6,7) 

Q.2: Draw a green Chilli and color it. (book page # 8,9) 

 

(Note: Dear Students, first you draw these objects in your drawing book for practice after that 

draw these objects on your sketch book.) 


